
North South Football 
 
 
5. Game Scoring 
All game scores are determinned using NFL player statistics. 
 
First Quarter. 

1. Passing Yards. The team with higher number of passing yards receives seven points 
(TD). The team must have at least 100 yards to qualify. 

2. Rushing Average. The team with the higher number of rushing yards per attempt 
receives three points (FG). The team must have at least 12 rushing attempts to 
qualify. 

3. Receiving Touchdowns. The team with the higher number of receiving touchdowns 
receives three points (FG). 

 
Second Quarter. 

1. Passing Percentage. The team with the higher passing percentage receives three 
points (FG). The team must have at least attempted 6 passes and completed at least 
50 percent to qualify. 

2. Rushing Yards. The team with the higher number of rushing yards receives seven 
points (TD). The team must have at least 75 yards to qualify. 

3. Receptions. The team with the higher number of receptions receives three points 
(FG). The team must have at least 10 receptions to qualify. 

 
Third Quarter. 

1. Touchdowns minus Interceptions. The team with the higher number of passing 
touchdowns minus intercpetions receives three points (FG). The team must have a 
positive number of Tds - Ints to qualify. 

2. Rushing Touchdowns. The team with the higher number of rushing touchdowns 
receives three points (FG). 

3. Receiving Yards. The team with the higher number of receiving yards receives seven 
points (TD). The team must have at least 100 yards to qualify. 

Note 1: Any player playing in the quarter (QB, RB, or WR) can contribute. For example, if Eric 
Rhett scores on a touchdown reception, it will count toward the first quarter receiving 
touchdowns. However, his receiving touchdown will NOT count in the fourth quarter. Note 2: If 
there is a tie in a category, neither team scores any points for that category. 
 
Fourth Quarter. 

1. Kicking. The team with the higher number of kicking points receives seven points (TD). 
2. Quarterbacks. The team that wins two of the following three categories (minimums 

stated above apply) receives three points (FG). The team that wins all three of the 
following categories receives seven points (TD). The best eligible quarterback statistic 
in each of the three categories is used. The categories are: (a) passing yards (b) 
passing percentage (c) touchdowns minus interceptions. 



3. Runningbacks. The team that wins two of the following three categories (minimums 
stated above apply) receives three points (FG). The team that wins all three of the 
following categories receives seven points (TD). The best two eligible runningback 
statistic in each of the three categories is used. The categories are: (a) rushing yards - 
at least 75 yards (b) rushing average - at least six rushing attempts per player; if only 
one RB has six attempts, the category is lost (c) touchdowns. 

4. Widereceivers. The team that wins two of the following three categories (minimums 
stated above apply) receives three points (FG). The team that wins all three of the 
following categories receives seven points (TD). The best two eligible widereceiver 
statistic in each of the three categories is used. The categories are: (a) receiving yards 
- at least 75 yards (b) reception average - at least three receptions per player; if only 
one WR hasthree receptions, the category is lost (c) touchdowns. 

5. Bonus. An eligible quarterback with at least 350 yards passing receives a three point 
bonus; two eligible quarterbacks with at least 350 yards passing receives a seven 
point bonus; three eligible quarterbacks with at least 350 yards passing receives a 
nine point bonus. Each eligible runningback with at least 125 yards rushing receives a 
three point bonus. An eligible widereceiver with at least 175 yards receiving receives 
a three point bonus; two eligible widereceivers with at least 175 yards receiving 
receives a seven point bonus; three eligible widereceivers with at least 175 yards 
receiving receives a nine point bonus. Each eligible widereiver with at least 9 
receptions receives a three point bonus. 

 
Overtime. 
If there is a tie game at the completion of four quarters of play, the following tie breakers 
are used. The team that wins the tie breaker receives three points (FG). There are five 
tie breakers. Traverse the list until a team wins. 

1. Highest place kicking points 
2. Highest yards passing by the best eligible quarterback 
3. Highest yards rushing by the best eligible runningback 
4. Highest number of receptions by the best eligible widereceiver (no runningbacks) 
5. Highest number of pass completions by the best eligible quarterback 

 


